WORKSHOP

Western Europe and China in the Cold War:
The Rapprochement between Italy, the Federal Republic of Germany and the PRC in a Global Context

October 9, 2019
10,30-13,00

Palazzo Vendramin dei Carmini
Sala A
Guido Samarani
Opening remarks

Jeff Wasserstrom
University of California Irvine
Keynote Speech: Seven Decades of Fears and Fantasies: China and America, 1949-2019

Laura De Giorgi
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Students exchanges between Italy and the PRC during the Cold War years

Sofia Graziani
University of Trento
The role of Trade Unions in Sino-Italian contacts in the early Cold War: Some preliminary findings

Guido Samarani
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Chinese Communists and Italian Communists: the 1959 Meetings in the PRC

Giovanni Bernardini
European University Institute, Florence
West German-Chinese relations during the early Cold War: the role of the The Eastern Committee of German Economy

Matteo Zani
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Paradigms of Press Representation during the Cold War. A German Experience: Die Suddeutsche Zeitung

Clara Galzerano
University of Trieste
The Key Role of News Agencies: Afp, Ansa, Dpa, and Reuters In the Development of Sino-European Relations (1956-1972)

Open Discussion

This workshop is part of the research project (PRIN) Percorsi di avvicinamento fra Europa occidentale e Repubblica Popolare Cinese negli anni della Guerra Fredda: Italia e Repubblica Federale Tedesca a confronto 1949-1972 (Coordinator: Guido Samarani)

Ingresso libero fino a esaurimento posti